
  

Star Gates
and End Times 

Exact evidence for Star Ages, with
 “End Times” of Change between Ages
at the Time of Christ, and now, using

Astronomy, Astrology, History, Spiritual 
Science, and the Bible 

In 3 parts, each of about 50 slides 
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First - Why are there some 70 dates for 
the “coming of the Age of Aquarius”?

● 1901 – or some other date – Theosophist Helena Blavatsky 

● Some time in 20th Century – popular belief (eg Nick Campion)

● 2012 – Mayan Calendar aficionados

● 2100 – French Institut Géographique National

● 2150 – esoteric Egyptologist Schwaller de Lubicz

● 2193 – Willi Sucher, Anthroposophist, founder of Astrosophy

● 2369 – thorough researcher Cyril Fagan

● 3573 – Dr Rudolf Steiner, founder of Anthroposophy

● etc . . . 



  

Why are there some 70 dates for the 
“coming of the Age of Aquarius”?

The profusion of dates suggests mere superstition

Sooooo . . . is there any historical reality to “Star Ages” marked by the 
slowly altering position of the Sun in the astronomical Zodiac at the 

Spring Equinox (the Precession of the Equinoxes) ??  

Many believe that Christ (“the Lamb”) came as the Age of Aries (“Ram”) 
 gave way to the Age of Pisces (“Fishes”) – He sent out His disciples to 
become Fishers of Men. Astrology has not been debunked by Science 

(see later), and the ancient Hebrews respected it (see later).

Yet, though I looked far and wide, I could not find any satisfactory 
dating of the Star Ages: every time, the criteria were too vague. Valid 

markers had to be astronomically unique & precise, and fit the Bible. 



  

My methodology: development of 
Spiritual Science

● A sense of what is sacred; Pursuit of Truth 
● Man as the Measure: relating back to our humanity 
● Adequate knowledge of Science & Astronomy; 
Astrology; Historical roots & details

● Paying attention to Christian tradition; and to Myths, 
Patterns and Symbolism

● Imagination as gateway to the Sacred : disciplined 
but not stifled by Scientific Method : drawing on 
Rudolf Steiner's work and Astrosophy especially



  

Star Gates and End Times
● Part One: Star Wisdom from Ancient Times * Methodology  * 

Astronomical Concepts * History * Rediscovering Star Patterns

● Part Two: Core Discoveries anchor the Time of Christ
● Key events around 169BC;  85BC;  1BC;  84AD (84-yr rhythms)

● Jesus born in 1BC (all other dates linked)

● Key events in  30AD:  33AD:  70AD:  73AD:  84AD   (Relates to 3-yr 
& 7-yr periods of human development & 40-yr intervals of history) 

● Part Three: * The full starry significance of the Time of Christ  * 
Steiner's insights & gaps  * Why Star Wisdom had to be lost to 
Christianity  * The Change of Ages with its challenges today



  

Norton's Star Atlas
(epoch 1950)



  



  



  

Jesus came at a unique Change of Ages
● The galactic circle – with reference to the head-to-feet 

correspondences to the 12 signs, & the Aries-to-Pisces 
Change of Ages at the Time of Christ – suggests an 
archetypal “representative” Self within each of us: 

● both like a “Son of Man” who is human (galaxy 
below ecliptic – the bodily functions needed to  
exist physically); 

● and like a “Son of God” who is divine (galaxy 
above ecliptic – thinking & speech, and creative 
arms like “wings of the soul”). 



  

The mis-named New Age!
● Incoming energies are pouring in today through apocalyptic 

spiritual breakthroughs of many kinds, both inside & outside 
the Churches – challenging us all to wake up – individually. 

● A whole movement came together outside the Churches – as 
there was “no room at the inn” of the Churches. This is the 
mis-named “New Age” movement . . . 

● . . . mis-named because proper evidence & foundations are 
lacking and the dating was premature but nevertheless 
prescient – rather like many “saviour” forerunners to Jesus. 

● Much – not all – is good. This needs sensitive Research to 
discern deep & hidden truths. There is a lot to do – “the 
harvest is plentiful but the workers are few”.


